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Migrant agricultural workers provide an essential and longstanding contribution to food security in Canada. Exploitation and rights shortfalls for these workers are well-documented. On paper, they have rights on par with Canadian workers, but these rights do little to address the structure and dynamics underpinning their subordination in Canadian society. In this article, I argue that law creates a “justice gap” in the case of these workers. Law gives rights to these workers on an individual basis but also creates structural vulnerability which renders them unlikely to make use of individual remedies or compliance-based systems. Rights and protection discourse does not challenge the underlying institutional arrangements in which workers’ labour unfreedom is maintained. I argue that the justice gap can be understood as a rule of law problem, but that the utility of this approach is ultimately limited and direct action by workers is more likely to address justice issues.

Les travailleurs agricoles migrants apportent une contribution essentielle et de longue date à la sécurité alimentaire au Canada. L’exploitation et les lacunes en matière de droits de ces travailleurs sont bien documentées. Sur le papier, ils ont des droits équivalents à ceux des travailleurs canadiens, mais ces droits ne contribuent guère à régler le problème structurel et la dynamique qui sous-tendent leur subordination dans la société canadienne. Dans cet article, je soutiens que la loi crée un « vide juridique » dans le cas de ces travailleurs. La loi confère des droits à ces travailleurs sur une base individuelle mais crée également une vulnérabilité structurelle qui les rend peu susceptibles d’engager des recours individuels ou de s’appuyer sur des systèmes fondés sur le respect des dispositions législatives. Le discours sur les droits et la protection ne remet pas en question les arrangements institutionnels sous-jacents dans lesquels l’absence de liberté des travailleurs est maintenue. Je soutiens que le vide juridique peut être compris comme un problème de primauté du droit, mais que l’utilité de cette approche est en fin de compte limitée et que l’action directe des travailleurs est plus susceptible de régler les problèmes de justice.
I. Migrant agricultural workers in Canada

In response to the persistent critique of Canada’s temporary migrant labour programs, in 2016, a federal Standing Committee report heard evidence from workers, industry representatives, community organizations, and researchers on the use and impact of migrant labour in Canada. Among the recommendations to the federal government arising from this report are the following, of particular relevance to migrant agricultural workers:

• develop policy to prevent the use of temporary foreign workers to fill permanent labour shortages;
• “immediate steps” to remove the requirement for employer-specific work permits;
• the provision of multiple-entry work permits to seasonal migrant workers;
• review of permanent resident policy with a view to facilitating access to permanent residency for migrant workers who have integrated into Canadian society and are filling a permanent labour need; and
• improvement of employer monitoring and compliance regimes, including information sharing with provinces and the establishment of a dispute resolution mechanism for migrant workers.1

Two years after this report, the federal government had partially undertaken one of the above recommendations. The 2018 federal budget pledged $194.1 million to employer compliance and inspections over the first five years, and $33.19 million per year thereafter to fund compliance and employer inspections. It also promised $3.4 million over two years to establish a pilot network of support organizations for migrant workers dealing with abuse from their employers, designed “to support these workers in reporting wrongdoing and provide information on their rights

---

to temporarily remain and work in Canada free from harassment and abuse.” There is no mention in budget, policy, or regulatory documents subsequent to the Standing Committee report of attempts to provide greater labour mobility to workers through the issuance of open or sector-specific work permits rather than the current permits, which bind workers to an individual employer. Likewise, options for permanent residence for returning migrant agricultural workers, or those filling a permanent labour need, do not appear in any subsequent discussions. In addition to the regulatory exclusion of agricultural workers from permanent residence through their categorization as “low-skilled” workers, a 2017 Statistics Canada report confirms that only 2% of seasonal agricultural workers eventually obtain permanent residence, while 56% of those entering through caregiving streams do transition to permanent residence. Unlike in past decades, policy discourse is now replete with the language of “rights” and “protection,” for migrant workers, and the federal government is allocating increased financial resources to regulatory enforcement against employers and information sharing with the provinces. However, the federal government leaves out the two options that would most clearly address the structural concerns leading to the exploitation of migrant agricultural workers, namely the provision of pathways to permanent status and the removal of bonded work permits. The rights of migrant agricultural workers may be increasing, but this does not correspond to an increase in access to justice, because the underlying structure of migrant work programs functionally limits the use of individual rights.

Canada has relied on the labour of agricultural workers through temporary migration since 1966, when the Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program (SAWP) started. Unique among Canadian temporary work programs, the SAWP is founded on bilateral agreements between Canada and sending states. It started with an agreement between Canada and Jamaica in 1966 and grew to include Mexico as well as a group of other Caribbean countries represented by the Organization of Eastern
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Caribbean States.\(^5\) Alongside difficult, dangerous working conditions, the racialization of workers has been endemic in this program since its origins, and remains prevalent.\(^6\) Most Canadian provinces receive migrant workers through SAWP, with the majority working in Ontario, Quebec, and British Columbia. Workers are permitted to stay in Canada for a maximum of 8 months between January 1 and December 15 of the year for which they are hired. There is no limit on the number of years for which workers can return to Canada, and many do return for many years; in one study, 57% of Mexican workers returned for 6 years or more, and 22% returned for more than ten years.\(^7\) In addition to using SAWP, employers can also hire migrant agricultural workers through the Agricultural Stream for primary agriculture work in specified agricultural commodities.\(^8\) The number of migrant agricultural workers is increasing: in 2017, the most recent year for which full data are available, a total of 48,185 migrant workers entered Canada through SAWP and the Agricultural Stream combined, which is almost double the number recorded in 2006.\(^9\)

Agricultural labour migration is one piece of a larger pattern in which temporary labour migration provides an increasingly large proportion of Canada’s workforce across multiple sectors and evidence that temporary migrant workers are meeting permanent labour market needs.\(^10\) Canada’s “general-purpose” temporary labour migration program, the Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP), like the SAWP, is premised on
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workers’ temporary presence in Canada, requires employer endorsement, and uses work permits that are bonded to a specific job and employer. The TFWP is used across various labour segments in Canada, from upper-level white collar work to retail, food service, primary industry, and construction. Workers classified as “high skilled” generally have more reliable pathways to permanent residence and family reunification than those classified as “low skilled.”\textsuperscript{11} The number of workers admitted under the TFWP continues to outstrip the number of permanent economic immigrants to Canada, and those classified as “low-skilled” constitute a growing proportion of total migrant workers in what Judy Fudge and Fiona MacPhail call an “extreme form of flexible labour.”\textsuperscript{12} Nandita Sharma has also documented racialization in the TFWP generally as a mechanism of constituting “others” as part of a nationalist discourse in Canada.\textsuperscript{13} The TFWP and the SAWP share structural features flowing from the legal regulation of migrant work, and in particular the limitation of labour mobility and capacity to remain in Canada. The SAWP can be seen as the most extreme extension of federal policies which emphasize temporariness and exaggerate the power differential between worker and employer. All TFWP workers are time-limited, but SAWP workers are seasonal; all TFWP workers need an employer to endorse their permit, but employers have a stronger role in program determination in SAWP. Added to this dynamic is the geographic and cultural isolation of agricultural work in rural Canada and the occupational hazards associated with farm labour, further increasing the risk to workers in SAWP particularly. In this paper, while I focus on the SAWP specifically as one of the two programs in which migrant workers are most vulnerable (the other being domestic work), the analysis that follows is applicable to some degree to the TFWP as well, and in particular to low-skilled workers in that program.

Agricultural workers in general, including migrant workers, do not have access to standard protections of the unionization process and formal collective action through labour law in Ontario, as they are subject to a separate regime.\textsuperscript{14} In British Columbia, where they are not excluded
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from labour law, unionization efforts have been fraught with difficulty.15 In addition to the problems arising within the employment relationship, researchers have established the long-term negative impacts of the SAWP program on migrant participants, including family estrangement16 and long-term health problems.17 Weiler and McLaughlin have documented the impact of SAWP participation on food security for migrant workers, demonstrating the multiple barriers that arise for workers who live in Canada without access to adequate kitchen and food storage facilities or access to fresh, affordable food; ironically so, given their role in providing food security to Canada.18 Migrant workers under these programs are exclusively nationals of Mexico and the Caribbean, and workers are racialized within Canada’s programs.19

The substandard living and working conditions often faced by migrant agricultural workers in Canada are well-documented, including unliveable employer-supplied housing, inadequate cooking and sanitation facilities, occupational health and safety problems,20 wage theft, unlawful termination, barriers to accessing health care,21 and racist and sexualized harassment and abuse on the job.22 Workers sometimes pursue complaint-based remedies or engage in other forms of resistance that do not rely on the legal system, but the ready threat of deportation and non-renewal of permits functions to increase worker compliance through what Basok and Belanger call “performances of self-discipline.”23 It is important
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not to understate workers’ successes and meaningful acts of resistance both within and outside legal remedies. However, the subordination of migrant workers as a group has remained a structural feature of migrant work programs in Canada. As I revisit in detail below, temporary status, deportability, and labour immobility, including employers’ power to influence the selection of workers’ opportunities to return underpin the subordination of workers.24 This disjuncture arising from the operation of law on multiple levels gives rise to a justice gap: not only a gap between migrant workers and citizen workers, but a gap between the promise of law and its actual functioning.

A patchwork of laws apply to migrant workers in general, although agricultural and domestic workers have been subject to particular exceptions, notably with regard to basic employment standards in some provinces.25 In large part, however, migrant agricultural workers are de jure equal to citizen workers with regard to the protection of basic working conditions and other formal rights, but the legal institutional features of migrant work programs create conditions under which workers’ capacity to obtain remedies is undermined, or the available remedies are inadequate given the differences between migrant and citizen workers, leading to de facto exclusion. Employment standards, labour, and occupational safety regimes tend to have no self-reflexivity in this regard—the justice gap is not visible within structures in which workers are implicitly assumed to have citizenship. An exception to this is found in provincial human rights law in Canada, in which there has recently been a turn toward the analysis of the structural features of migrant work programs that create workers vulnerability and the relationship between migration status and grounds such as sex and race, for which human rights law provides protection against discrimination.26 Despite this, the promise of individual remedies


in human rights is limited. In her analysis of recent human rights cases, Bethany Hastie notes that human rights tribunals are taking account of “the underlying structural inequality between nation-states that gives rise to the need to migrate for labour, the regulatory structure governing migrant labour, and the racialization of migrant workers” and connecting these factors to findings of discrimination against individual workers, and associated remedies. However, Hastie concludes that such remedies can play “only a small role in solving what is a much larger problem” because while they acknowledge the impact of structural features, they do not address them directly. Human rights remedies are domestic, reactive, and focused on measuring harm to an individual, whereas the systems giving rise to discrimination are fundamentally transnational, require preventative action, and impact migrant workers collectively.

In describing the gap between de jure and de facto rights for migrant agricultural workers, Janet McLaughlin and Jenna Hennebry use the metaphor of a rope, representing full citizenship, to which migrants have access to a few strands, but not the full strength of the rope’s fabric. They attribute the elusiveness of rights for migrant workers to the “dual precarity of migrant workers’ employment and immigration status.” In addition to reduced rights “on paper,” they link the preclusion of rights claims de facto by migrant workers to the “highly restricted and controlled” migration regimes through which these workers enter Canada, including the laws and policies through which the right to stay in Canada can be terminated at any time, and workers’ housing and mobility are controlled by employers. They conclude that the denial of citizenship to migrant workers is a significant factor in their exploitation and that the provision of citizenship or permanent residence status would alleviate the rights shortfall, as well as increasing political and social inclusion.

The centrality of migrant labour in agricultural production, and the substandard living and working conditions of migrant workers have long been justified on the basis of Canadian food security. While sometimes framed as “agricultural exceptionalism,” reliance on unfree migrant labour
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is normalized in Canadian food production and enacted through law and policy despite a recent turn to more rights talk.\textsuperscript{33} Rights and enforcement talk is increasingly present in public and policy discourse with regard to migrant workers in Canada. But both rights and enforcement frameworks tend to frame workers and employers as isolated individuals. Through well-functioning rights mechanisms, the worker becomes eligible for an individual remedy based on the harm they can establish to themselves personally, and the employer is named as a wrongdoer, with the implicit assumption that the employer is an outlier.\textsuperscript{34} In enforcement mechanisms, as well, individual employers are named publicly and subject to sanction. Neither of these methods leaves room for examining or challenging the conditions under which unfree labour becomes structurally embedded, nor for examining “the role of states—especially through labour and immigration policy—in fostering conditions in which the most severe forms of exploitation can thrive.”\textsuperscript{35}

In the following section, I will map the basic legal rights of migrant agricultural workers and their limits in terms of the structural regulation of migrant labour, before turning to consider whether the “justice gap” thereby created can be addressed by a rule of law argument.

II. \textit{Rights without equality}

A patchwork of laws provides rights to migrant agricultural workers in Canada, and while the array of remedies available varies between jurisdiction, I will use examples from Ontario and British Columbia. This section will provide a brief map of rights and entitlements for migrant workers, including remedies and the few available reported cases. While there is room for improvement in the individual rights of migrant workers, those workers are by and large included in the basic employment, human rights, and housing standards provided by law to all workers. In other words, the justice gap cannot be attributed to a failure to include migrant workers in standard workplace protections.

Seasonal agricultural work programs form a standalone stream of temporary migrant labour in Canada, based on bilateral agreements between Canada and Mexico, Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago,
and the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States.\textsuperscript{36} The legal status of these agreements is not that of a treaty, but rather an “intergovernmental administrative arrangement” for mutual benefit under which parties undertake to resolve disputes through consultation.\textsuperscript{37} The agreements state that workers are to receive “fair and equitable treatment while in Canada under the auspices of the Program” in the case of Caribbean workers\textsuperscript{38} and “adequate accommodation and treatment equal to that received by Canadian workers performing the same type of agricultural work, in accordance with Canadian laws” in the case of Mexican workers. Employers are not directly bound by this as they are not parties to the agreement. However, standard form contracts for workers are attached as appendices to the bilateral agreements, and spell out workers’ and employers’ rights and obligations, and are intended to be signed by workers, employers, and a consular agent of the sending government. The Mexican contract includes a standard working day of 8 hours, with voluntary paid overtime and a limit on “excessive hours that would be detrimental to (workers’) health and safety”\textsuperscript{39} and overtime requests should be made “giving the same rights to Mexican workers as given to Canadian workers.”\textsuperscript{40} Workers must be given two breaks of ten minutes during the day, paid or unpaid according to provincial legislation, as well as one day off after six working days.\textsuperscript{41} Workers are entitled to pay for 40 hours per week at either the minimum wage, the prevailing wage according to ESDC, or the rate paid to Canadian workers, whichever is greater (except BC, which uses a piece rate, in which workers are paid by the weight of the fruit they pick, with the minimum wage as the floor).\textsuperscript{42} The contract provides that employers may terminate workers for “non-compliance, refusal to work, or any other sufficient reason stated in this agreement” (except in British Columbia).\textsuperscript{43}

Employers must provide “suitable accommodation” to workers without cost (except in British Columbia, where they may charge for
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it) and subject to annual inspection by a health authority.44 In addition to provincial reporting requirements for occupational injury, employers must also report to the sending consulate any injuries requiring medical attention45 and provide protective gear and equipment to workers handling chemicals and pesticides.46 Similarly, employers must provide records of hours and wages to the sending consulate.47 The SAWP contract purports to bind workers to reside at the place of employment or otherwise, at the whim of the employer,48 and to “return promptly” to their country of origin upon completion of the work permit.49 The Caribbean contract is similar in content, with minor variations.50

The SAWP agreements are contracts of employment between individual workers and employers, and could thus be enforceable in any Canadian court, but to date there are no published decisions in which either a worker or an employer has sought to enforce their terms. Some terms seem to invite judicial clarification. For example, the concept of ‘sufficient reason’ for termination appears to deviate from the commonly accepted standard of ‘just cause’ for termination in employment law. Is this language intended to make it easier to terminate workers, and if so, would judges countenance the application of a separate standard for migrant agricultural workers? Likewise, the contract includes terms allowing the employer to determine where the worker will reside and obligating the worker to return to their home country, both of which seem to obligate specific performance beyond the employment relationship: again, would such terms be seen as enforceable, or unconscionable, under Canadian employment law? As I will elaborate below, it is no accident that these terms have remained judicially unexamined, but on the face of it, there is nothing to suggest that migrant agricultural workers are excluded from standard common law for unfair termination of limited duration contracts, breach of terms, or unconscionability available to all workers; in some
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In addition to the common law of employment, Canadian law offers statutory minimum standards of employment in every province and territory, providing a minimum wage, basic overtime and leave provisions, and prohibition of unauthorized payroll deductions, among others. Migrant agricultural workers are included in some, but not all, of these protections, at least in British Columbia and Ontario. In British Columbia, farm workers (including both citizens and migrants) are excluded from overtime pay provisions, meal break requirements, minimum hours free from work, and statutory holiday pay although they remain protected from excessive hours, or hours detrimental to the worker’s health and safety. While their wages are determined by piecework rates based on weight, they are entitled to at least minimum wage no matter how much they pick, and they are entitled to regular wage statements and timely pay, vacation pay, and protection from unauthorized deductions and fees for job placement, as well as a basic level of compensation for termination without cause. The situation is similar in Ontario: harvesters in fruit, vegetable, and tobacco are excluded from caps on hours of work, mandatory rest periods, meal breaks, overtime, and statutory holiday pay. They remain entitled to termination pay, timely pay statements, and protection from unauthorized deductions. With regard to minimum wage, there is somewhat less protection, as employers can benefit from ‘deemed compliance’ with minimum wage rules where workers are paid a piece rate under which the worker’s ‘reasonable effort’ would amount to minimum wage, even if the employee does not actually receive minimum wage. Any worker in Ontario pursuant to a temporary work permit program, including migrant agricultural workers, is entitled to additional protections under the Employment Protections For Foreign Nationals Act. This prohibits employers from taking passports from workers, from charging workers for employment costs, from reprisal against workers for complaints, and it requires employers to provide rights information
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to workers in an appropriate language if they do not speak English. All of these statutes rely on workers to initiate a complaint, as do all similar employment standards laws across Canada.

In terms of occupational health and safety, migrant agricultural workers are generally included as workers: in British Columbia, for example, there is no distinction based on migration status in the legislation, and these workers can make compensation claims for injury and occupational disease, as well as making complaints about unsafe working conditions. In the case of compensation claims, employers and employees both have an obligation to report workplace injuries resulting in lost time or medical attention. Occupational health and safety issues rely on workers’ reports, which migrant workers may be less likely to make given the stakes of job loss and deportation. In some cases, the outcome for migrant workers in terms of workers’ compensation is categorically diminished, due in particular to the logic underlying loss of earnings assessments. For example, a migrant worker’s losses would be calculated (and reduced) based on the assumption that the worker could obtain suitable alternate employment in Ontario, even when such employment was legally impossible (due to the ending of a work permit and repatriation of the worker). This logic has recently been overturned in an Ontario appeal tribunal decision, which held that the worker’s local labour market in their country of origin is the appropriate context in which to assess loss of earnings.

Seasonal agricultural workers, like all workers, are also entitled to seek compensation for loss of earnings and injury to dignity on the basis of discriminatory conduct by an employer under human rights law. While neither seasonal agricultural workers nor migrant workers in general have been recognized as a protected group under human rights legislation, tribunals are increasingly willing to recognize the particular context of migrant workers in fashioning remedies. In the only published example of a human rights decision concerning a migrant agricultural worker, the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal heard a claim from a migrant agricultural worker who was terminated from his position and repatriated after complaining about racial slurs from the employer. The Tribunal received expert academic evidence on the unique vulnerabilities of migrant workers and the connection between fear of deportation and workers’ reluctance to report workplace concerns, and considered the particular
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vulnerability of workers in this program in issuing a remedy. While human rights remedies consist primarily of compensation for injury to dignity and lost wages, they may also include reinstatement or other job-specific remedies. For migrant workers, a reinstatement remedy could be complicated by the lack of labour mobility—if they no longer have a valid work permit under federal law, a reinstatement order would be frustrated. Human rights remedies in both Ontario and British Columbia are based entirely on complainant-initiated processes, and despite the availability of compensation for employer retaliation, this, like other remedies, does not account for deportability and lack of labour mobility.

Agricultural migrant workers are required to live on the farms where they work, or in other housing under the control of their employers, and concerns with unsafe and inadequate housing are well-documented. There are multiple sources of law which could be used to deal with housing concerns, the first of which is the employer’s requirement to provide ‘suitable’ housing in the SAWP contract itself, and the attendant annual inspections. While annual inspections do not require worker complaint, the results may not reflect the actual living conditions of workers, due, for example, to relocation of workers by the employer to avoid the impression of overcrowding in advance of inspections. In addition, workers who pay rent could have recourse to residential tenancy protections, such as those available through the Residential Tenancy Act in British Columbia. These include basic maintenance and sanitation standards, as well as privacy from the employer/landlord. There are no published decisions in which a seasonal agricultural worker has used residential tenancy law. Once again, the process is complaint based, and damages can be limited: while punitive awards are possible, often the only compensation is for rent paid, which is minimal for these workers. Finally, some provinces have specific laws regulating the use of “work camp” style accommodation
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that includes farms. In British Columbia, for example, the *Industrial Camps Regulation* establishes standards for heating, ventilation, number of occupations, structural integrity, and pest control.\(^65\) Investigations and possible remedial action are based on complaint, and are aimed at correcting the conditions, rather than compensating the workers. These regulations have been used for agricultural complaints approximately 12 times since 2012 in the interior region of British Columbia, and a subset of these likely involve housing conditions for migrant workers.\(^66\)

While this brief review of rights and remedies available to migrant agricultural workers is far from a comprehensive account, it provides enough of a picture to make a few initial observations. First, these workers are, by and large, included *de jure* as workers—that is to say, they are not excluded from either common law or regulatory claims on the basis of their status as temporary migrant workers. They are excluded as *agricultural* workers from certain facets of employment standards, but, seeing the set of potentially applicable protective laws as a whole, this exclusion is the exception, not the rule. So in at least this most formal sense, migrant agricultural workers are “rights-bearers” in the realm of law’s protection of working conditions, health and safety, human rights, and housing. Put another way, the law cannot be implicated as a source of inequality *in terms of the legislative or judicial exclusion of these workers from specific legal remedies*. For reasons that I will detail below, these protective features are rarely used. The resulting gap between the promise of individual rights and the achievement of *de facto* equality is one in which the law’s role should be carefully examined, if one agrees, as I do, that part of law’s promise is a concern for justice.\(^67\)

Part of the reason for the absence of effective remedy in the situation of migrant workers is not unique to this group, but can instead be seen as a shortcoming of compliance-based remedies for workers, particularly where they rely on worker complaint. Based on her fieldwork with wage-theft cases in Ontario, Leah Vosko concludes that “heavy reliance on compliance over deterrence is unlikely to effectively prevent or remedy [employment standards]” in the context of increasing precarity for workers, and that this emphasis on compliance creates “a situation
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in which employers who violate the ESA and are caught can expect that in most cases the worst that will happen is that they will be required to pay what they owe.”\textsuperscript{68} Furthermore, she notes, the risks to workers of initiating a complaint “are shaped by the social location of the claimants,” giving the example of migrant workers whose permits are tied to a specific employer, and who therefore fear loss not only of employment, but of their status in Canada, as reprisal for making complaints against an employer.\textsuperscript{69} While Vosko’s fieldwork was specific to the employment standards context, these arguments are equally applicable to the procedurally similar mechanisms attached to human rights, housing, and occupational health and safety complaints, and the risk to workers in terms of reprisal would be indistinguishable as between statutes. Even for those statutes in which there is compensation for employer reprisal, this would be cold comfort to a worker deprived of their livelihood, or their migration status.

In addition to problems with compliance-based systems for workers at large, other areas of Canadian law contribute to the unequal position of migrant workers and effectively undermine the potential of rights remedies. The federal \textit{Immigration and Refugee Protection Act} and its regulations create a taxonomy of status and structural employment vulnerabilities for migrant workers against which even the most inclusive of rights remedies are limited at best. Deportability is a part of this; workers who are temporary face a risk of removal, because they are in Canada as a matter of privilege, not a matter of right, as compared to permanent residents and citizens.\textsuperscript{70} The stakes are therefore not only higher, but of a completely different nature. For migrant agricultural workers specifically, there is also a real risk of not being retained or recalled to work in subsequent seasons, otherwise known as “blacklisting,” a disciplining response in which the government of Mexico has also been complicit as a sending state. In her detailed account of actual blacklisting in agricultural work, Leah Vosko documents both threats of blacklisting and acts of blacklisting by employers and Mexican consular officials in response to unionization efforts. Blacklisting as a form of deportability effectively limits the exercise of labour rights by workers, but also serves the interests of employers and both state parties in maintaining the status quo: a “model” migration program in a “climate
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of fear” is institutionalized for workers. Compounding the vulnerability engendered by deportability is the closed work permit system: based on a protectionist policy impulse, migrant workers are limited to working for a single employer (unless they have that employer’s support to move), in a single position, and therefore lack basic labour mobility. These workers provide unfree labour in contrast to citizen workers, permanent residents, and open work permit holders. Researchers have also explicated how status precariousness is institutionalized in immigration law, as it is easy to lose status, and difficult to maintain or restore it. Finally, immigration law creates a distinction between “high-skilled” and “low-skilled” workers; the former have access to permanent residence, family accommodation, and family reunification, whereas the latter generally do not.

In the case of migrant agricultural workers specifically, the legal limitations on labour mobility and migration status exist to provide stability in labour supply for food production and remittances to sending countries, and are established through long-term bilateral agreements for the movement of labour. As many others have noted, the very features of the legal arrangements which make migrant workers desirable as a stable, flexible work force in food production serve as strong disincentives to the pursuit of individual rights-based remedies. Risks of deportation, non-recall, and loss of income are simply not accounted for in rights remedies because the necessity of temporary, flexible labour is naturalized in Canadian and global political economy. While it is important to recognize the individual victories of workers and their advocates in using rights-based protections, the resulting gains should not be overstated in assessing the role and potential of law; it is an example of situation in which rights exist but “the framework is not compatible with the problem.”

72. Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations, SOR/2002-227, s 203 [IRPR].
liberal gesture is pervasive—the language of equity, protection, and rights appears in the bilateral agreement between governments, the workers’ contract, and the multiple protections to which workers have de jure recourse—but, without a substantive linking of these three sources of law and their underlying political economy, rights statutes alone are ineffective in improving the material conditions of workers in a systemic way. The federal government’s recent response to ongoing rights shortfalls in the migrant worker program has as its centrepiece a new enforcement and compliance system, to which I will turn in the next section.

III. Enforcement against employers

In 2015, Canada’s federal government made changes to the Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations in which specific workplace rights were linked with the migrant labour program for the first time. Until recently, the federal government disclaimed responsibility for protecting migrant workers because employment standards were a matter of provincial jurisdiction. Short of actually breaching the Act or Regulations, for example by hiring unauthorized workers, employers were not accountable within the prior framework for the treatment or working conditions of migrant workers; under previous regulations, employers’ responsibility was limited to compliance with the conditions specified in the labour market assessments under which they had hired workers. Compliance checks were undertaken only for returning employers, evidence was sought primarily from employers, and remedies were focused on ‘education’ of employers, rather than deterrence.

The new compliance and enforcement system is much more extensive in both scope and remedy. Employers of all migrant workers with employer-tied work permits are now also required to comply with “federal and provincial laws that regulate employment, and the recruiting of employees,” which clearly includes provincial employment standards and occupational health and safety laws, and arguably also includes the sections of provincial human rights laws that apply specifically to employment. However, the mention of provincial standards does not mean that federal agencies will enforce provincial standards. Instead, federal sanctions are triggered once a provincial agency (such as the
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British Columbia Employment Standards Branch) has completed its process and found an employer in breach of employment standards. In effect, employers of migrant workers found in breach of provincial standards may face additional penalties federally. Employers must also “make reasonable efforts to provide a workplace free of abuse,” with abuse defined as including physical, sexual, psychological, and financial abuse. The scope of investigative power is also significantly expanded: rather than simply requesting documentary evidence, federal agents can question employers, conduct on-site inspections, and enter workplaces without a warrant, triggered by a “reason to suspect” the employer is non-compliant. Inspections can be based on public (or worker) complaints through tip lines, on the employer’s previous record, or based on random selection; by some reports, there is already backlash from agricultural employers in response to compliance inspections. Consequences for noncompliant employers include monetary penalties of up to $100,000, ineligibility periods in which migrant workers cannot be hired (up to a permanent ban) and online publication of the employer’s name and noncompliance. Based on numbers provided by the responsible federal agencies, thousands of inspections are undertaken annually. As of 1 April 2018, a total of 50 employers had been subject to penalties under this regime, of which 26 were subject to monetary penalties (up to $54,000 in one case, but with the vast majority under $2000), and 24 were subject to a two-year ban on hiring migrant workers.

Two of the penalized employers are farms, one of which appealed, giving rise to the only judicial consideration of this regulatory system so far. In the Farms case, a federal investigator found Obeid Farms in breach of multiple requirements, including failure to pay workers on a timely basis and to provide a rest period, improper deductions, and failing to make reasonable efforts to provide a workplace free of abuse. The employer argued that the pay and working hours breaches were justified because they arose from unintentional administrative errors. The Court
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upheld the investigator’s findings with regard to these breaches, holding that the justification provisions within the enforcement regime are to be strictly interpreted, stating:

[31] ...it is the Court’s view that the justification provisions must be strictly interpreted. The intention of Parliament in enacting these provisions was to prevent abuse of highly vulnerable temporary foreign workers, given the tenuous circumstances of their employment which lack the normal safeguards preventing abuse otherwise available to most Canadian workers.

[32] Given the purpose and context of the justification provisions, the Court is the opinion that a good faith justification can only arise where the non-compliant conduct can be seen to benefit the worker and is in the worker’s best or desired interest. Otherwise, the justification provisions would be used to circumvent a scheme which must be strictly interpreted.87

The Court gave the specific example of providing cash advances to workers (which is a breach of conditions if not agreed to in writing) as ostensibly in the workers’ benefit, and therefore potentially justifiable. Removing workers’ only contractual rest day, however, could not be seen as beneficial to workers, and cannot be subject to justification on the basis of an unintentional breach.

With regard to the finding of the employer’s failure to make reasonable efforts to provide a workplace free of abuse, the Court found there does not need to be evidence of abuse in order to find a breach, but also that the employer does not have an obligation to provide a workplace free of abuse, simply to make reasonable efforts. In this case, the Court found that the inspector had effectively condemned the employer for not making concrete efforts, such as using policies and staff training to prevent abuse, without making it clear what constituted “reasonable efforts.”88 The Court therefore quashed this aspect of the inspector’s decision, returning it for redetermination, clarifying that the proper issue to be determined is “what efforts the [employer] undertook to provide a workplace free of abuse, and whether, in the [employer’s] circumstances, these efforts were reasonable.”89

The introduction of enforcement powers provides an additional venue for the protection of migrant workers—and as clearly signalled by the Federal Court, the structural vulnerability of these workers can
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be considered in interpreting the new rules. The new enforcement system responds only partially to Vosko’s critique of compliance-based mechanisms: it still proceeds on the basic assumption that non-compliance is exceptional and provides the potential for defences on the basis of unintentional breaches; in fact, the regulation itself makes clear that the intention of these changes is “to encourage compliance with the provisions of the Act and these Regulations and not to punish.” Many of the actual financial penalties have been small and may not deter. The new system relies in part on evidence and reports from workers, whose deportability may render them reluctant to disclose employer wrongdoing.

On the other hand, strict limits on employer defences, unannounced inspections independent of worker complaint, and potentially heavy penalties may act as deterrent features, notwithstanding the fact that this is fundamentally a compliance model. Only further experience will show whether there is a deterrent effect, or whether employers integrate this as part of the cost of doing business, outweighed by the benefits of flexible migrant labour. As I have argued elsewhere, this enforcement system also fails to take adequate account of the particular vulnerabilities inherent in the relationship between migrant workers and their employers. In this way, the burden of enforcement still rests unduly on the workers, and this, too contributes to the justice gap. As is the case with rights, the gesture of protection figures heavily in both legislative provisions and the single instance of judicial consideration. While this may mean gains in working conditions on some farms, like individual employment rights, it does nothing to challenge the sources of worker vulnerability that give rise to the very problems it purports to address. Further research is required to determine whether the penalties have a deterrent effect on employers, as well to measure the actual impact of these regulations on workers. And perhaps most importantly, the legal constructs giving rise to temporariness, deportability, and labour immobility remain unchallenged in the new rules, limiting their potential to address the justice gap for migrant workers.

IV. Responding to the justice gap

In the foregoing sections, I have set out a few immediately visible forms of law as they concern migrant farmworkers. There is an obvious tension between de jure rights inclusion and employer compliance regimes on the one hand, and immigration law’s categorical subordination of migrant agricultural workers on the other. The rights gesture is important
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in Canada, as in any liberal democracy, but legal rights do not serve as a mechanism for change on a large scale for migrant workers; at best, rights-based remedies can take note of the underlying conditions, but they do not pose an effective challenge to those conditions or the role of law and state in creating them. The material conditions of migrant workers are cemented by federal immigration law and policy that create and maintain unfreedom through temporariness, deportability, and labour immobility. In the words of Adrian Smith, if we wish to contest the subordination of migrant workers, “the task here is to push beyond general recognition of the existence of unfree labour to address the specific mechanisms of incorporation deployed by participating capitalist states.”

The *de facto* denial of rights occurs on the basis of institutional arrangements backed by law and policy which are not within the ambit of individual rights or employer sanctions. Rights and sanctions are in effect a concession to workers in a system in which deportability, temporariness, and labour immobility, of which contribute to labour unfreedom for migrant workers, are considered to be unchangeable and necessary features of labour migration in Canada’s economy.

Recent labour scholarship rejects the idea of free/unfree labour as a strict binary, characterizing it instead as a spectrum. Genevieve LeBaron situates increasing labour unfreedom as an aspect of deepening neoliberal policy on a global scale, and notes the concentration of unfree labour in migrant populations. Judy Fudge argues that traditional Marxist and liberal theory has underestimated the role of law in shaping forms of unfreedom, and cautions against seeing labour unfreedom as the result of individual culpability but instead understanding it as the result of “systemic and institutional features of state policies and practices relating to immigration and labour regulation combined with the ‘free market’ behaviour of employers.” While the underlying structures remain unchallenged, the justice gap between the promise of rights and sanctions and their limitations will not be closed by more individual rights, better access to existing rights, or more sanctions. Rather the justice gap signals the need to challenge this naturalization of labour unfreedom and the specific legal and institutional forms it takes in Canada. Beyond documenting the limits of legal remedies, I am interested in holding law (and the state) accountable for the subordination of migrant workers
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and understanding how the present institutional arrangements might be challenged. Rather than framing this accountability in terms of failing to extend the same rights to all workers, I suggest that we must go one step further and hold law accountable as a mechanism for labour unfreedom, which forms the underlying basis for the relative impotence of rights. The ways of doing so might include both those that address the state directly, and those which seek justice beyond or outside the state.96 In either case, I proceed on the basis that justice requires more than the redistribution of resources (or rights), but must provide reprieve from oppression, with the latter understood broadly in terms of exploitation, marginalization, powerlessness, cultural imperialism, and violence.97 These are amply documented in the case of migrant workers, and as results of the SAWP program in particular. I propose that any potential response to the justice gap, whether addressed to the state or otherwise, should be measured in terms of its potential to facilitate change in institutional arrangements such as to remove structurally-based oppression. Here it is not possible to interrogate all options, but I start with a principle whose value is uncontested from the state perspective, namely the rule of law. I hope to move from a critique of the failure of rights to an understanding of law’s potential, or lack of potential, in fashioning meaningful responses to inequality, with the assumption that in order to be meaningful, such responses must have real potential to refigure the underlying institutional arrangements through which labour unfreedom is generated. In this paper, I first consider whether rule of law arguments can form the basis for robust critique and a shift in the underlying institutional arrangements through which the state regulates the work and lives of migrant agricultural workers. I conclude that rule of law arguments provide an incomplete response to the justice gap with regard to the regulation of migrant workers, and briefly canvass non-state-facing forms of action as alternative, and potentially more potent, responses.

96. Here I have not addressed the potential of international law, but with regard to the rights of migrant workers it is likely to be quite limited; while the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and Regulations must be applied in a way that “complies with international human rights instruments to which Canada is signatory” (IRPA, supra note 72, s 3(3)(f). See also de Guzman v Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), 2005 FCA 436. Canada has not signed the most relevant treaty: the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families. For a detailed treatment of the potential of international law’s application to migrant workers in Canada, see, e.g., Judy Fudge, “Precarious Migrant Status and Precarious Employment: The Paradox of International Rights for Migrant Workers” (2011) Metropolis Working Paper Series, online: <papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1958360> [perma.cc/DR3X-PC77].
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Do the contradictions between the promises of individual rights *de jure* and their *de facto* preclusion through the legal structuring of labour unfreedom amount to a rule of law problem? Without wading too far into the rich debates on the appropriate definition of the rule of law, it can be understood in a thin or strictly formal sense in which the legal system meets certain criteria, regardless of the content of the laws themselves. Such criteria might include clarity, stability, the creation of laws through properly authorized means, the subjection of all individuals and the state to the power of law, and the availability of court review.\(^\text{98}\) In a similar vein, Lon Fuller enumerated the requisite eight features to govern good lawmaking (which he characterized as procedural, but some view as substantive),\(^\text{99}\) namely: generality, publicity, clarity, consistency, feasibility, constancy, prospectivity, and congruence. The requirements of the rule of law can also be understood in a thicker, more overtly substantive sense, either by requiring that positive law recognize certain rights\(^\text{100}\) or through features that are said to be intrinsic to the functioning of law such as justice, equality, or fairness. The latter position does not necessarily dictate the content of the law, although it does acknowledge “abstract substantive values” at its core.\(^\text{101}\)

Audrey Macklin notes that because the rule of law is determined by jurisdiction, and not citizenship, its reach extends to non-citizens subject to Canadian law (or the relevant law in any national jurisdiction), but that there are nonetheless observable “distortions” in the rule of law in the case of non-citizens.\(^\text{102}\) Macklin’s analysis identifies two “constitutive features of contemporary sovereignty” that are key to understanding the relative weakening of the rule of law with regard to non-citizens: territoriality and status.\(^\text{103}\) Macklin focuses to a large degree on interactions at the territorial border; for example, she documents the RCMP’s recent actions in interrogating would-be refugee claimants, including on the basis of religious practices and political activity. This expression of discretionary authority at the physical border is founded on the state’s power to refuse admission to non-citizens, to attach “what conditions it pleases” to the
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entry of non-citizens, and to remove non-citizens at will. In essence, the state’s expression of control over non-citizens in terms of entry to and presence in Canada tends to erode the rule of law insofar as it justifies uses of discretion that would not be acceptable in the case of non-citizens. Actions by state officials that seem arbitrary or have no statutory basis (such as the questioning of refugee claimants as to their feelings about women who do not cover their heads, and other clearly Islamophobic questions) demonstrate not an “outright negation” of the rule of law with regard to non-citizens, but rather situations in which the rule of law becomes less potent. This is underpinned by a narrowing of review potential, which, in Macklin’s view, falls short of the requirements of the rule of law in terms of the susceptibility of state actions to review under law. This is so because while a non-citizen can apply for judicial review of any decision under immigration law, they require leave from the court to do so; Macklin argues that this leaves the process subject to a “culture of suspicion” amongst judges with regard to the merit of claims, and does not satisfy the basic requirement of reviewability.

While Macklin focuses in large part on examples from the operation of the physical border, the same analysis applies with regard to non-citizens within Canada. While they have already entered Canada, both status and territoriality justify distinct forms of discretion that, as at the border, are founded on the expression of sovereignty through ultimate control over the conditions applied to non-citizens’ presence in Canada, and underpinned by the state’s authority to deport. The argument here is not that the state should not issue conditions or have the authority to deport (although this premise is corollary to the more assertive forms of open borders arguments), but rather that the rule of law tends to be less potent in the same sites in which the state exercises control over membership, either at the border or inside Canada. Exclusion of non-citizens does not occur only at the territorial border. This is consistent with the work of Bridget Anderson (among others) who argue that borders also exist within the state, by way of social, legal, and physical exclusion. Migrant agricultural workers in Canada are included in most individual rights, but excluded as members in other ways through their legal status as
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temporary migrant workers in terms of deportability, limited-term status, and labour immobility. Physically, they also are segregated: this flows from a requirement in the SAWP contract for workers to reside on the farm or otherwise as determined by the employer, in employer-provided housing. They live apart from nearby cities or towns, often without transportation, and in some cases are actually disallowed from leaving the farm.\textsuperscript{107} Sequestered on a private farm, or otherwise on employer-owned private property, these workers are separated from public space and public life, but also from public goods such as access to healthcare.\textsuperscript{108} Macklin’s argument could also be applied to argue that the exclusion of this group of migrant workers from Canadian society is sufficiently complete as to function as a border within the state. Macklin’s point about reviewability applies as well; the discretionary power that governs non-citizens inside Canada flows from the \textit{Immigration and Refugee Protection Act}, in which reviewability is limited by the narrow gate of judicial leave requirement.

I suggest that the case of migrant agricultural workers provides the strongest example of the diminishment of the rule of law with regard to non-citizens inside Canada. The \textit{de jure} inclusion of migrant agricultural workers in individual rights on par with all workers would seem to point away from a rule of law problem at first, the problem (with few exceptions) is not that employment standards and similar laws do not apply to migrant agricultural workers. By and large, they do, and as I describe above, there seems to be increasing state interest in establishing and enforcing sanctions against abusive employers. But the barriers to legal remedy for these workers are themselves established through law, as well; the law requires these workers to remain in a state of temporariness, deportability, and labour immobility; perpetual “privilege-holders” rather than full legal subjects.\textsuperscript{109} Are these institutional arrangements susceptible to critique due to the diminishment of the rule of law?

If by “temporariness” one means simply the authorization to remain in Canada for a specified period and the requirement to leave at the end of that period, it most likely does not diminish the rule of law: this is a discretionary decision made within a legal framework issuing permission
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to employers to hire agricultural workers, and issuing work permits to workers themselves, and both are subject to judicial review on application (assuming, for the moment, that judicial review is reasonably available, contrary to Macklin’s position) and subject to a basic duty of procedural fairness.\footnote{See, e.g., IRPA, supra note 70, s 72. See also Baker v Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) [1999] 2 SCR 817, 174 DLR (4th) 193.} If by “temporariness,” one means instead the manner in which private employers’ decisions can result in removal of status or failure to allow workers to return (i.e., blacklisting), this seems more likely to erode the rule of law. The program under which these workers are hired is founded on an agreement between sending and receiving countries which refers to itself as an “agreement” rather than as any form of enforceable law,\footnote{Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of the United Mexican States and the Government of Canada Concerning the Mexican Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program (1995), in Irma Cruz-Lopez, The Seasonal Agricultural Workers’ Program: Looking at Mexican Participation Through a Magnifying Glass (Doctor of Laws, University of Ottawa Faculty of Law, 2013) [unpublished], online (pdf): <www.ruor.uottawa.ca/bitstream/10393/23782/1/Cruz-Lopez_ Irma_2013_thesis.pdf> [perma.cc/9WGZ-72BG]. The agreement itself states that it does not constitute an international treaty but rather is an “intergovernmental administrative arrangement,” and that any difference will be resolved through consultation between the parties, leaving neither a legal venue for redress nor any opportunity for workers to do so.} and neither this agreement nor any particular instance of selecting, or not selecting, a particular worker, is reviewable in any forum. This is so not because the rule of law requires every private exercise of discretion to be reviewable (it doesn’t), but because in this case, the exercise of discretion by employers and foreign states are mandatory precursors to the exercise of statutory authority which are hidden from accountability and review. In other words, if state power is founded on non-reviewable private discretion, it creates legal terrain in which state authority is exercised outside the reach of the rule of law. This is distinguishable from the way in which employers’ non-reviewable discretion impacts on any worker through the simple action of preferring one worker over another, or not hiring a worker (for non-discriminatory reasons). In the latter case, the employer’s decision is not an extension of state power. In the case of migrant workers, the endorsement of an employer is built in as a necessary prerequisite to the labour market opinion process established in the \textit{Immigration and Refugee Protection Act} and associated regulations, which is in turn required to obtain a work permit. Without a work permit, workers are in violation of the law simply by being present in Canada, and susceptible to detention and removal on that basis. Furthermore, because the work permit binds the worker to a specific employer and does not permit them to work elsewhere (i.e., labour immobility), the impact of employers’
discretion is further enlarged; the premise of free labour circulation that is assumed in the standard allocation of rights and obligations to workers and employers is obviated in the case of migrant workers.

The justice gap for migrant workers does not arise from the failure to include them de jure in basic rights accorded to all workers, but rather from the contingency of their ability to live and work Canada, and the strict limitation of labour mobility, in combination with the powerful role of employers’ unilateral and unchecked discretion in the application of state power. In a formalistic conception of the rule of law, let us say that an exercise of discretionary authority is consistent with the rule of law where it is legally authorized, subject to rules about the fair exercise of authority, and made accountable to on this basis in a manner to which the legal subject has access, whether through judicial review or otherwise. The regulation of migrant workers in Canada, and agricultural workers most obviously, creates a problem even in this thin understanding of the rule of law: although the role of employers is authorized by law, employer discretion is the lynchpin of the legal regulation of workers, and employers’ discretion is not reviewable in any manner nor subject to rules about the fair exercise of authority. In a more substantive understanding, the mechanisms through which employer discretion becomes paramount could also be critiqued on the basis of a lack of consistent application of the law, because the creation of a separate, lower stratum of workers for whom the heightened risks inherent in seeking redress effectively precludes consistent application of employment and human rights laws clearly intended to cover all workers.

If this argument is correct, what would the rule of law require? At the minimum, one would expect any exercise of employer discretion that has an impact on the immigration status of workers to be subject to control and review, including review mechanisms available to workers. In a substantive understanding of the rule of law, this may not be satisfying—if workers remain temporary, deportable, and immobile in the labour market, any remedy to which they have access will be limited by these features. On the “thickest” end of the spectrum, if migrant workers were provided with open permits or permanent residence upon arrival, the justice gap would almost certainly be reduced, if not closed. Workers or worker collectives could be given a meaningful role in the negotiation of the bilateral agreement, worker contracts, or the terms on which labour is available. Similarly, the removal of employers’ control of workers’ housing, the removal of unilateral employer power to determine recall and replacement, and recourse in Canadian law for workers whose status has been impacted by employers or consulates would all assist in closing the justice gap. But in a system in which the law itself is formulated to provide
access to flexible labour in response to a market in which unfree labour has long been a component, a rule of law argument is unlikely to garner these material gains and institutional changes for workers, although it may be useful in advocating for procedural improvements. What seems likely instead is that the legal system will continue to respond to critiques of rights shortfalls with measures such as the new federal enforcement regime, and other compliance-based requirements for employers, such as the Ontario Employment Protection for Foreign Nationals Act and British Columbia’s recently enacted Temporary Foreign Worker Protection Act (TFWPA). All of these provide heightened requirements for employers in terms specific to the vulnerabilities migrant workers face; the TFWPA, for example, forbids employers from threatening deportation or misrepresenting a position, and requires employers of temporary foreign workers to register with the Employment Standards Branch.112 While these may all provide further remedies for migrant workers, they do not aim to resolve any of the underlying institutional arrangements in which their unfreedom is generated and maintained. It cannot be seen as sufficient for justice for the state to naturalize unfree labour, imbed it in law, and then offer individual rights de jure and retrospective compliance measures to take the edge off and/or to promote surface or formal equality.

If a rule of law argument provides at best a partial and unsatisfying response to the justice gap for migrant workers, and recent statutory changes provide concessionary remedies, rather than institutional change, how should the justice gap be addressed? Justice, whether defined redistributively or as action toward ending oppression, is broader than the law, and power is negotiated both within and outside the bounds set through the state’s mediation of relationships. Justice might well be met through collective and individual worker-initiated acts of resistance and change outside, and sometimes against, the dictates of law. Cohen and Hjalmarson, for example, document multiple forms of everyday resistance by farmworkers including working beyond the ambit of the work permit, collective actions to pace work to manage employers’ expectations, adding hours on timesheets to account for work done outside of regular hours, and

reappropriation of farm produce. They connect these types of worker actions with the history of quiet resistance: acts undertaken against, or around, structural constraints where overt resistance is impossible or too risky. Collective action outside the scope of legally regulated labour relations (such as a general strike) would be a more overt version of the same. In a less confrontational vein, this might include changes to non-state relationships such as those between consumers and suppliers through supply chain accountability and consumer awareness. Other forms of collective action include grassroots organizing, and acts of resistance and collective voice through art and culture. The demands for institutional change, especially in the form of open or sectoral work permits and permanent residence, continue to be sounded by frontline activists and academics alike, but the law’s response never questions the naturalization of flexible, differentiated, immobile, and “temporary” labour, nor does it become accountable for the material effects of this. Perhaps the most satisfactory answers to the justice gap may be those in which migrant workers exercise freedom not only in terms of labour mobility, but in terms of the capacity to negotiate, confront, or avoid the institutional structures that entrench oppressive conditions, and in which both workers’ allies and the law are measured by their relationship to this struggle.


